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Abstract - Globalisation in Higher Education and the new ~ar~et framework
within the University System have introduced the concept of f1exlblhty. O~e of th~
main tools in the development of this process has b~en the A~ademlc Credlt
S stem (Credit Framework), which is a way of restructunng t~e cUlTlculum. towards
FreXibility of Provision. Many countries around the world have Introduced thls m~del,
following the American C~edi! System. Th.is paper ~i11 conceptually explore the lmks
between the main trends In hlgher educatlon and thlS new concept.

Resumen - Flexibilidad y créditos académicos dentro de
tendencias de educación superior

La globalización en la Educación Superior y el nuevo maíCO ~e. ':l1ercado dentro del
sistema universitario ha introducido el concepto de flexlblll~ad. Un:> de I~s

instrumentos principales en el desarrollo de este proceso ha sido el Sistema ~

Crédito Académico (el Marco de Crédito), que es un m~do de reestructurar e
currículum hacia la Flexibilidad de Suministros. Muchos pals~s.en el m~ndo entero
han introducido este modelo, después del Sistema de Credlto a~erlca~o .. Este
trabajo explorará conceptualmente los eslabones entre las tendenCias principales
en la enseñanza superior y este nuevo concepto.

Palabras clave: flexibilidad, créditos académicos, transformando instituciones de
educación superior
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1. An introduction based on Curriculum-Mode 1 and Curriculum
Mode2

Globalisation in Higher Education and the new market framework within
the University System have introduced new concepts to the educational
arena. Among others, f1exibility is a revolutionary framework which is
transforming Hígher Education Instítutions. One of the main tools in the
development of this process has been the Academíc Credít System, which
is a way of restructuring the curriculum towards Flexibility of Provísion.
Many countries around the world have íntroduced this model following the
Uníted States credít system. Thís paper will conceptually explore the links
between the main trends in higher education and how they are related to
this new concept of a Credit Framework. The paper will also explain how
the credit system has a relationship with consumerism and the renewal of
labour market expectatíons and how both are related to f1exibility in Higher
Education. Fina/ly, given the very specific concept oh whích this paper
focuses, it will not overestimate its importance and will systematically
question it throughout the papero

As indicated by Ensor (2004) in the case of South Africa, one of the key
texts to understand the credit system within the University environment
has been the seminal paper written by Gibbons et al. (1994), summarized
in Appendix 1 "... the Gibbons conception can be understood as a
systemic conception of knowledge which gives privilege to an open and
flexible system of knowledge, as apposed to the traditional, differentiated
and stratified structure of the disciplinary knowledge, The new structures
of knowledge... have affected profoundly the limits and functions of Higher
Education institutions..

2
. Following from this, and according to recent

authors on hígher education, it is particularly important to highlight the
emergence of the Curriculum- Mode 2, "which ís more relevant to
work... eroding traditional disciplinary boundaries and ensuring greater
portability and transferability trough the development of modular
programmes,,3. Currículum Mode 2 also implies deep transformations in
terms of changes in the currículum structure, currículum content,
curriculum pedagogy, curriculum aims as well as the management of it,
which are descríbed in Appendix 1. Ensor (2004) goes further, claiming
that the impact of Curriculuffi- Mode 2 is shaping a globalised and uniform
model of Universities, tor which eredit aceumulation and transfer, teaching

2 Díaz Villa Mario, Gómez C. Victor Manuel, "La Formación por Ciclos en la
Educación Superior", ICFES, Instituto Colombiano de Fomento a la Educación
Superior, Ministerio de Educación Nacional, First Edition, 2003.

3 Naidoo Rajani, Jamieson lan, "Empowering Participants or Corroding Leaming?:
Towards a research agenda on the Impact of Student Consumerism in Higher
Educatian" , Journal of Education Policy, Vol. 20 No. 3, 2005.
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2. A methodological note and "hybridisation" as the starting point (a
theoretical framework)

Despite Credits and Flexibility being old concepts, especially within North
American Literature, the particular topic developed in this paper and the
way it will be treated are rather new. Many articles and scientific literature
deal with both terms and have worked on them from a historical
perspective. Karseht (2005)8, Trowler (1998)9, Watson (1989), Allen &
Layer (1995)10, Agelasto (1996)11, Heffernan (1973)12, Zgaga (2003), De

has been exported to many countries in Asia, Latin America6 and Africa,
and which follows the USA higher education tradition. "Bologna has
become a new European Higher Education brand, today easily recognized
in governmental policies, academic activities, international organizations,
networks and media"?

Final/y, this paper intends to give a clear picture about the main forces
explaining the introduction óf the credit system, regardless of the country
or the institution in which it is implemented, and will highlight new areas for
research. Both things are useful instruments when dealing with national or
international comparative analysis about the credit system and its
particular impact on the higher education system.

6 In this case it is useful to recal! the Latin American Tunning process and the Six by
Four (6x4) project (Developed by CENEVAL - Mexico). Both projects have
developed certain agreement within an important group of Universities in Latin
America, about a Credit System. This system has dose Iinks to the ECTS (European
Credit and Transfer 5ystem), which is also compatible with the American Credit
System.
7 Zgaga Pavel, "The B%gna process between Prague 2001 and Ber/in 2003:
Contributions to Higher Education Po/iql', Rapparteur for the Berlin Conference,
5eptember 2003.
a This paper argues that the origíns of the credit framewark could be found in the
USA literature on "Ieaming assessment", and explains how it has emerged in the UK
since 1980. In both cases the paper argues that the system is related to access,
f1exibility, choice and efficiency.
9 This paper gives the University of Harvard system of electives the role af pioneer
for i15 spread across the USA and latterly to Europe.
10 This paper gives a clear picture about the history if credi15, particularly ín the
United Kingdom.
11 This paper gives a Chinese-American perspective for the Credit System.
12 This paper references the development af the credit system associated with two
other changes. On one side the break from the c1assical currículum and the
introduction of the eJective system, and on the other side, a move tawards
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4 An excel!ent description of this problem is given by Trowler (1998) :vhen he
references Jarry and Parker (1994) subti~le in their pap:r ~bout ~cade~lc ;redl15
and flexible currículum, "any color you hke as long as It IS multi-colouled : Thl~
subtitle sugges15 a move away from single honors, towards the decanstructlon 01

academic tribes and territories.
5 Analysis about this tapic can be found in papers such as Deem (2001), Allen and
Layer (1995), Agelasto (1996), Schellenkens, Paas and Van Marri~nboer (2003),
Ensor (2004), Zgaga (2003), De Jong and Van Haut (2002) and Dlaz and Gomez
(2003), Restrepo J.M (2005a), Restrepo J.M. (200Sb) and Restrepo B. (2002).
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based on applied and problem solving and interdisciplinarity in teaching,

represent the main goals.

The apparent consequences of this change, íncluding ~exibility and
academic credits, have generated a key debate about t~e mtended and
unintended impacts in teaching, learning, equity, quahty assess~ent,
institutional management and many other variables related to Hlgher
Education Institutional tasks. Authors Iike Mason et al. (2001) su.ggest that
academic credits, among other changes in higher edu.c:atl~n, ~ave
transformed the university into an institution focused on utll.ltanan alms,
rather than a universal pursuit of knowledge, leadmg. to the
"commodification" of educational attainment. Others, suc~ as Naldoo .~nd
Jamieson (2005), warn about the commodification of hlgh~r educatlo~,
and its possible consequences in low quality learni~g. Thl~.paper ~11I
argue on a less definitive c1aim, even allowing contendmg posltlons to hve
together. As an example, Trowler (1998) presents the tension b~tween the
"de-differentiation disciplines,,4, from which arises the dech.ne of the
distinctive discipline and the de- professi?nalization ~f ~c~deml~ wor~, as
opposed to the preservation of the ~ommanc~ of olsClphnes by natlonal
examinations, national and internatlonal quallty systems, research and
teaching assessment exercises, among others.

In order to study this topic, the paper will conceptually analyse tr~n?s i~
Higher Education such as academic ca~italis~, "Ne~ Managenah~m ,
consumerism, globalisation, Post-fordlsm In Hlgh~r. Educatlon,
internationalisation, entrepreneurial universities, marketls~tlon, among
others, particularly how al! of them are related to the cre.dlt system and
flexible currículum regimes. The importance of the t~PIC c0l!'e~ from
irrefutable facts. Day after day the discourse about credlts and Its ~r:npa~t
on mobility, diversity, competitivenes~, qual~ty.an1 empl~yablhty. IS

becoming a main issue in Higher Educatlon Instltutlons ,.especlally dur~ng
the last six years as a result of the "Bologna" process In Europe, whlch
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Jong & Van Hout (2002), Restrepo B. (2002) and Diaz & Gómez (2003),
are good examples of this historical analysis when dealing with f1exibility
and credit based systems.

In addition, this paper has found that the recent literature on the topic
either becomes quite technical (empirically and practically based in a
rather instrumental conception)13 or polícy oriented. In the first case, giving
a particular method to implement it, just like a recipe; and in the second
case, defending the concept without any critical or analytical judgement

14
.

This article tries to avoid these two over-simplifications of the topic,
therefore it will analyse it in a deep and complex manner. Moreover, it will
avoid the recognised simplifications of higher education research,
particularly the one expressed by Naidoo (2003) and Naidoo & Jamieson
(2005), tor whom this kind of research tends to view Universities as closed
systems without any relationship with macro torces in the environment.
The research proposed in this case will try to give a certain kind of
interaction between institutional settings and macro forces in the
University framework. In order to do that, the paper has worked in six
stages which utílize the Critical Review of the Literature as the main
method. It will not develop any empírical work, since it is not needed for
the theoretical outcomes expected from the papero Figure 1 gives a
synthetic picture of this research, considering the Critical Review of the
Literature as the desired method, which mainly follows the
recommendations of Wallace and Poulson (2003). It is c1ear that the
research did not develop a linear approach; on the contrary, it we~t back
many times in order to improve the hypothesis, the analysis, the c1aims
and the conclusions.

standardization in higher education. Again it finds that the first recognised change
was the implementation of the elective system at Harvard, by the President Charles
Eliot in 1869.
13 Examples of this can be found in Duke (1995), Watson (1989) and Allen and
Layer (1995). AII of them ¡nelude methodological phases or stages to implement the
credit system or flexible regimes, avoiding the discussion about the model.
14 Examples of this can be tound in Zgaga (2003), Tait (2003), Hawes and Donoso
(2003) and Restrepo B. (2002). AII of them justify the concept based on
intemational or inter-institutional agreements, without any critical judgement and
analysis.

31
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~nce bega~,. and particularly when checking key articles about the
dlfferent. posltlon~ on th~ topi~, the reading brought to memory a particular
economlcs re~dlng whlch tries to characterise the way in which the
Macroeconomlcs schC:>0ls of thought work historically. Snowdon, Vane and
W~narczyk (1994) dlscuss T.S. Kuhn's thesis in the development of
sClence as opposed to his thesis in the development of arto In this last
c~se, contrary to the first one, two completely different views could live
wlthout the. destruction of each other.15 In consequence, in
macroeconomlcsyou can find simultaneously incompatible traditions or
scho.ols, .and eve!1 an amalgamation of them. As previously mentioned this
readlng IS plausible because the Iiterature about credits and f1exibility
s~ates that th7y are neither the only consequence of a particular trend in
hlgher educatlon, nor a historical linear transformation ofcertain variables

15 As Snowdon et al.<,1994) say "complete victory is rare, which allows the possibility
of a comeback or revlval of the old".
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16 Deem (2001), pp. 7.
17 Slaughter and Leslie (1997) talks how globalisation is putting a particular
pressure on polic.y makers, and is transfqrming the decision making process in the
higher education business.
18 Other authors like Marginson (2000) have explored the same concept in certain
areas of the world. Particularly he has worked in the case of Australia.
19 Deem (2001) pp.7
20 Deem (2001) pp.?

in higher education. This paper prefers a more complex view in which
different and even contending trends in higher education or incompatible
(conflictive) views can exist together, and usually this is the case when
explaining the credit systems and flexible curriculum regimes.

Credits and flexibility are usually explained in the literature as an example
or a consequence of a particular trend of higher education and these
trends are described in the Iiterature of higher education. Deem (2001) for
example, identifies some recent changes (trends) in Higher Education like
globalisation, intemationalisation, "New Managerialism" and
entrepreneurialism. The first one is defined as "the global spread of
business and services as well as key economic, social and cultural
practices to a world market, often through multi-national companies and
the internet,,16. Deem (2001) says it has an important impact in institutions;
particularly related to organisational changes and new forms. of
educational provision17, the majority of which are related to standardlsed
products and transnational agendas. For the case of South Africa. Ensor
(2004) suggests that globalisation is changing the higher education
system around the world in a very uniform way, particularly through the
credit accumulaGon and transfer system and introducing interdisciplinarity
in teaching.18 Intemationalisation, the second trend, corresponds to the
"sharing of ideas, knowledge and ways of doing things in similar ways
across different countries"19. In other words, how to integrate the
intemational dimension in terms of students, curriculum, research,
professors. etc. This trend for many authors is related to topics such as the
adoption of systems of easily readable and comparable degrees, the
adoption of flexible frames of reference for qualifications, the introduction
of credit systems, the promotion of mobility, the enhancing of the
international dimension within national higher education systems, among

, other changes. The third trend corresponds to entrepreneurialism in higher
education and is defined as how academics and administrators "seek out
new ways of raising private sector funds through enterprising activities
such as consultancies and applied research" .20 Clark (1998) identifies five
distinctive features of the entrepreneurial character: a strengthened
steering core, an expanded developmental periphery. a diversified funding

33
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base, a stimulated academic heartland and the integrated entrepreneurial
culture. These features give Universities a "self directed" autonomy closely
related to self confidence, diversification in funding, f1exibility,
interdisciplinarity and pro-change attitude. The consequences as Davies
(1987) c1aims are related to avery "market orientad" attitude in whichit is
not strange to see students as consumers and competition as the
environment to live in.21 The fourth trend given by Deem (2001) is "New
Managerialism". which is how "contemporary business practices and
private sector ideas or values have permeated publicly funded institutions
and work practices,,22 and which will be developed later on in this papero

The literature on higher education also identifies other similar or related
trends like marketisation and academic capitalism in the University
environ.mení. The first one associated to the demand to obtain larger
proportlons of the budget from the private sector rather than the public
sector, the development of more managerial concerns within the
institutional management setting, the preoccupation over how to compete.
the demand for efficiency in educational delivery, among other market or
quasi-market change~. This trend, as Mason et al. (2001) suggest, is
c10sely entrenched wlth new educational practices like aCéOldemic credits.
"... the use of a credit system.. currently being adopted in a number of
countries ... (is) related to the transition from state run centralized economic
systems to market based economies... obviously, the credit system is not
the sole link betw.een our educ~tio~al institutions and the market economy.
nor would adoptlng or replacmg Jt necessarily strengthen or sever this
connection ... ,,2 .

Finally Academic Capitalism24 , defined as "a situation in which the
acaden:i~ staff ~f publicly funded universities operates in an increasingly
compe:tltlve en~lronment, deploying their academic capital, which may
compnse teachlng, research, consultancy skills or other applications of
forms of ac:ademic knowledge", is shifting the University environment
towards seemg the student as a potential consumer in which education is
an economic transaction. Again ending in the "consumerist" view of

21 Naid?o (~?03). identifies such consumerist attitude related to a range of
mechanl~ms offenng students greater choice and control over their learning...in
the Enghsh context, for example, mechanisms sueh as the modularisation of the
currículum ..." It is not strange to conclude how credits and flexible systems are not
very far form this concepto
22 This paper extends the concept even to prívate Higher Education Institutions
which are also providing a public service. '
23 Mason et al. (2001) pp. 107, 109.

~4 ~is concept can be easily used in a similar way with a "competitive environment"
In hlgher education.
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provider- receptor (teacher-student) in which e~ucation i.s a commodity to
be provided or delivered, and where flexIble reglr~es ~ecc:>m~ a
consequence. "This is the logic which says that educational mstltutlons
and individual educators should be flexible, that they should respond to

"25
the needs ofthe leamers...

Having in mind the real facts about credits and flexibility in.many coun~rí.e:s,
this paper supports a more complex ~ie:w in .which credlts an~ flexlblhty
appear even in the middle of confllctlve vlew~ or contendmg tre~ds
(Hybridisation26 environment). Middleton (2000) glves a c1ear explanatlon
of this kind of convergence approach, which can be ext~apolated on. to
explain how credit systems have appeared in many hlgher educatlon
systems around the world. "W~il~ there is gen~ral agreem~nt on. ~he
inereasing immediacy of economlc Influences on hlgher edu~tlon, opmlon
is sharply divided on whether it is being re~nsti~u.tedas ~n mstrument of
state economic policy, as a prívate economlc actlVlty medlated t~rough an
educational market, or as some combination of the two...The vlew. ta~en
by this article is that there is compelling evidence both of marke~lsatl~n
and of political centralisation in hígher education'7 but that the relatlonshlp
between these two forces is under-theorísed ... "2 . Ensor (2004) exte~ds
this concept to the case of credits, providing the example of South Afn~
in which two discourses have shaped the educational policy, ~he: c:redlt
accumulation and transfer system (curriculum n:'0de 2) and the ~Isclphnary
discourse (currículum mode 1). Examples of thls can be found In Breh?ny
& Deem (2005) who express how despite c1aims about ~ore flexible
organisations in the public sector, Briti.sh U2~iversity sett~ngs suggest
bureaucratic ~Iements have not vamshed . The maln argume~t
(hybridisation) of this pape:r is that cred.its and flexible: ~egimes appear In
the middle of different hlgher educatlon trends, mlxm~, for e~ample,
centralised and market policies either with entrepreneunal practlces or
competitive frameworks. But "hybridisati<:>n." .can a.ls? be. related t.o the
consequences. It is not strange to find ngldl~-flexlblhty dllemmas In the
implementation of credit or flexible systems

2
. Cloonan (2004) confirms

25 Karseth (2005) pp. 15
26 Deem (2001) has introduced this word of "hybri~isation'~. S~e .has u~d it to
understand how different practices can live together In one tnstltutlon. Thls paper
has used it in a more extended way.
7J Middleton (2000) pp. 537, 538.
28 It is too risky to assume a c1ear and definite move towards the entrep~eneu~ial
university, without considering this hybrid ~nd d.ynamic ~r~ess o~ chan~e In. ~hl~h
contending views can live together. EspeClally In orgamzations Itke UnlverSlties In

which change tends te be slower.
29 Karseth (2005) points out how academics in many countries have expressed
concem about how curricula are becoming more rigid and compressed with the

this for the UK Higher Education system saying that "flexibility does not
automatically lead to all the range of providers.. Many HE practices remain
absolutely inflexible with flexibility more apparent in "peripheral" areas... "30

Assuming "hybrídisation" as explained before, this paper bríngs a school of
thought in which it is possible to have contending claims living together
and explaining transformations in Higher Education. This led this paper to
introduce "New Managerialism" as a theoretical approach which can help
to understand the issue ofcredits and flexibility. "New Managerialism" for
Brehony & Deem (2005) consists of a "set of values, ideas and practices
including marketisatiQ!1, performance management, league tables,
devolved budgets and targets, aimed at reforming the management of
public service organisations,,31. Those practices and ideas are related with
changes in Higher Education Institutions, such as new organisational
forms{flattered and team based management structures), use of new
technology, new management practices (e.g. use of cost centres),
fosteríng of competition, efficiency, etfectiveness, performance evaluation
and market-oriented values and new culture and narratives. These
practices are not easily standardized in just one concept, view or trend,
supporting the "hybridisation" appmach; 'The notion of hybridisation of a

,range of orgar:isational forms, practices al'1d cultures may actua!ly
represent a more useful account of what is happening to higher education,
than attempts to document convergence across different countries".32 As a
consequence, the implementation of changes associated with "New
Managerialism" in Higher Education does not need to eliminate traditional
practices. On the contrary, modern and traditional regimes or practices
can cope in a hybridisation process even with contradictions. "It is evident
that there is a perception that the move to devolved management of public
services and their marketisation has ·also been accompanied paradoxicaJly
by both greater state regulation and fragmentation of service delivery,,33

In particular, Trowler (1998) identifies the introduction of the credit
framework as the application 'of these "New Managerial" practices,
because it gives the potential to reduce the waste of resources in
curriculum delivery. Given the massification fact in higher education, and
the scarcity of resources, credits seem to be' a nice tool to improve

intróduction of the Bologna process. This is the case when introducing credits for
accumulation and transfer.
30 Coonan (2004) pp. 191
31 Brehony & Deem (2005) pp. 396, 404, 405.
32 Deem (2001). Given this fact, it is not easy to conclude in a comparative and
multi-national study which tries to get conclusions with data from different
Universities around the world.
33 Deem (2001) pp. 51
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34 Deem (2001), Deem (2004), Deem (200Sa), Deem (2005b), Deem (1998),
Brehony & Deem (2004),
35 Similar to the way credits are taken and chosen by the students within one
University.
36 Brehony & Deem (2004) pp. 403-408
37 Expressed by Naidoo and Jamieson (200S)

3. A key relationship: "New Managerialism". consumerism and thl:!
labour market

Within the concept of "New Managerialism" appears another trend for
Higher Education, which can help this paper to understand academic
credits and flexible regimes in the curriculum. It is known in the literature
as consumerism, which is a concept commonly accepted to be derived
from neo-liberal market principies in higher education. But, it is also c1ear
that consumerism is associated with New Managerialist principies. The
key question is how "New Managerialism" is related to consumerism? To
answer that, we must consider at least two channels described in the
literature. The first one37 emphasises on how consumerism is a step from
the Keynesian welfare state towards a quasi-market framework in which
there is a new regulatory framework related to New Managerialism.

efficiency in delivering the curriculum. Deem's papers34 give sorne
evidence on practices which related to "New Managerialism" have c10se
links with the implementation of credit and flexible systems such as: new
regulation for staff work, new organisational forms, marketisation practices
within the curriculum35

, new ways of academic control and regulation,
competition among faculties within one institution, changes in resource
allocation, new funding schemes, decentrali~tion, f1exibility and
widespread use of information technology, etc. "Flexibility in higher
education is marked by... changes to the curriculum and teaching
methods, notably modularisation (where students choose from a menu of
optional units rather than following core units) and semesterisation ... But to
what extent can these be attributed to post-Fordism development and to
what extent are New Managerial ideologies targeted a more convincing
explanation? ... New Managerialism seems to offer a more persuasive
expianation... ,,36

In summary, using "New Managerialism" as a theoretical approach in
which "hybridisation" (contending views and ideas living together or being
amalgamated) exists; this paper will understand credit systems and
flexible curriculum regimes. However, a previous step is needed to go
further.

37

"Researchers38
... have indicated how the development of quasi-markets

Iinked to managerialist frameworks in higher education; have altered the
relationships within and among institutions as well as the nature of
rewards and sanctions in academic Iife. In particular, consumerism
operates within a regulatory policy framework which is based on the notion
that competition between HEIs

39
for Iimited resources will produce a more

effective, efficient and equitable higher education,,40. This new kind of
regulation is the answer to new ways of competition among higher
education institutions, which in many cases have led to consumerist
attitudes.

Following Naidoo & Jamieson (2005), the second channel states that the
relationship between New Managerialism and consumerism comes
through the development of symmetric information policies in Higher
Education, such as performance indicators and league tables. Those
measures, . impleme~ted acco~ding to "New Managerialism" principies,
have provlded choice and Information and have strengthened the
importance of consumers. From a policy-maker view, Hawes & Donoso
(2003) explain how choice and information in the European context
(Bologna Declaration), give transparency for academics, c1ients, students
research community and employers. Given the existence of those kinds of
policíes, it is very simple to end up with consumerist behaviours in higher
education.

This paper suggests at least two more channels. The first one considers
that "New Managerialism" implies a new role for academics which is
leading to consumerist attitudes in teaching. A reason for this comes from
stu~entswho are allowed to build thei~ own c~urses in the university using
f1exlb!e systems. such as academlC credlts. Following consumerist
theon~s, the. malO argument to implement "New Managerialism" is an
undeslrable Imbalance of power between those who provide services
(teachers) and those for whom they are provided (students)41. The result is
a new role for both academic staft and students. Trowler (1998) gives an

3S Especially Deem (2001), Naidoo (2003), Williams (1997) and Di" (1997).
39 Higher Education Institutions
40 Naidoo & Jamieson (2005) pp. 7
41 a
. ased on this con~ept gi-:en by Clarke & Newman (1997), tacitly or explicitly, the
IIterature of academlc credlts supports the idea of a new role for academic staff
~estrepo J.M.(2002) an.d Gómez & Celis (2004) give an explanatíon of the change~
In teache.rs rol~ accordlng .to the ne~ model in which the student plays a new and
key role In thelr own le,arnlng expen.ence. There is more emphasis on helping the
student t.o. develo~ hls/her potentlal abilities rather than to follow rigid and
ho~ogemsl~g curnculum structures. It is needed to privilege autonomous and
active leamlng.
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42 Allen & Layer (1995) prefer a less extreme example in which the academic staff
assumes a new rote in supporting the student lo choose the subjects (a new way of
tutoling). lñe daim is tilat in this w~ it is possi~e to counterbalance inflexible
(one mute) rurrioolum with a "'demand"" model in which the student can build the
curriaJlum with certain help of tile academic staff, designing a proper mute.
43 Rustin (1994) gives a similar expIanatioo saying that "The idea that students
should be more free to move physically and organize their time more
f1exibly••.underrnines the power of academic conlrollers... one of the atlractions of
ftexibílity... is precisely that it does underaJt or cirwmvent the power of the subject
deparbnents and their hierarchies. lt in effect, attacks their monopoly n. Bocock
(1999) describes this saying that "'Jecturers ofien desoibe themselves as being on
l:he Iosing side".
44 Trowler (1998) pp. 46,47.

extreme and critical"2 example for the teachers; "In this scenario academic
staft will become purveyors of commodities within a knowledge
supermarket. which may or may not be selected by the student as
customer'.43. Students, on the other hand, now have more choice building
their preferred currículum route, which again in an extreme view can
"disempower academic staff because they will not longer be able to shape
student identities by designing a sequence ot learning activities for
them.A4. The result has been a new provider-receiver relationship
proposed by the "New Managerialism" principies, which implies a new
quasi-consumerist attitude in teachers and students. Teachers, trying to
offer and design "attractive" subjects to capture the students' attention and

. students requiring from academícs more attractive alternatives of subjects.
To ameliorate this. there is evidence of countervailing forces (again
sustaining the hybridísation model proposed in this paper) which are
preserving the dominance of disciplines, like national examinations,
assessrnent exercises in teaching and research, quality assessment
models, among others. At the end. there is a move away from the
traditional distinctive disciplines towards less specialised disciplines and

. professional identities.

The second new channel. proposed by this paper, is relatad to how New
Managerialísm principies impiy new organisational forms, which can be
associated with changes in curriculum management and which have close
links with consumerism. These organisational forms ask for flexible
provision and individualistic curricula in tenns of new choices about time,
place and pace of tuition, new means and models of study and new ways
of coilaboration in leaming. These transformations are also close to
consumerism, since the currícula have acquired greater breadth and
flexibility and provide opportunity for individual choice; "Flexible learning
places the leamer at the centre. Resources are adapted to suit the needs
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of the learner rather than vice-versa
n45

• This channel is also related to how
"New. Ma.nageri~lis~" is using co~sur:nerist methods responding to
mass~ficat~on ~hlch IS ~noth~r trend In ~I~her education. Williams (2002)
explalns:. ~leXlble d~hvery IS, by definltion, a c1ient-oriented approach
because It IS a commltment, on the part of the education provider to taHor
courses to meet the various individual needs of its students. Furthermore
jt is a tacit recognition of the massification of higher education ..... Thi~

paper will focus on this channel and based on it will develop the details of
flexibility in higher education.

In any case, given the fact that a relationship does exist between
consumerism and "New M~nage~ialism",what does this imply? Following
Karseth (200S) referenclng 81esta (2004), it implies an "outward
orientation where student as a potential consumer is placed in the centre"
and it also implies a "new language of learning". As a result "one of the
main problems with the .new. language is that it allows tor a redescription of
the process of educatlon 10 terms of economic transaction, that is a
transaction on which (i) the leamer is the potential consumer, the one "";ho
has certain needs.. (ii} the teacher or the educational institution becomes
the provider, that is, the one who is there to meet the needs ot the learner
and where (iii) education itself becomes a commodity to be provided o;
delivered br.4¡he teacher or e?uca~ional.institution and to be consumed by
the learner . The commodlficatlon dlscourse in Higher Education as
treated ?y ~arious authors,47. ha~ been related to other changes such as
modulansatlon and semestansatlon of the curriculum, institutionalisation of
complaints pr~cedures, the use of student satisfaction surveys and certain
budget allocation ~rocesses, <:tmong others. Apart from ending on a new
languag~of.Iea~mng, th~re IS some concern about consequences of
com.modlficatlon In ~ducatlonal attainment (Mason et al. (2001», such as
~he .In~trumental att~tude to learning (Naídoo (2003» and superficiality;48
~nstltutl~mal ch~os In managin~ the currículum (Mason et al. (2001»:
Inequah~y (Naldoo and Jamleson (2005»; deprofessionalisation of
academlc staft (Trowler (1998), Gleeson & Shain (1999), Naidoo &

45 Bridgland & Blanchard (2001) pp. 1.
46 Karseth (2005) pp. 15.

47 Uke Naidoo (2003) and Naidoo and Jamieson (2005),

48 Colby et al (2003) contend this view; nOver time, leaders of the new universities
repl~c~d t.he ?Id standardised core curriculum...with a new model that combined
~peClallsatl.on. I~ a major field with breadth obtained through a sampling of courses
In other dISCIpllnes...He (The president of Harvard University who introduced the
chan.g~s f~r the first time) believed that students allowed earlier and more intense
speClallsatlon .would develop their particular talents to a high level...and...would
make the curnculum more exciting and engaging to them... "
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49 ling el al. (2001) pp. 9 and 10
:;o Gómez & Celis (2004) pp. 7
51 Sennett (1999) ii1U1strates, this saving tl1at "'flexible capitaiism has blocked the
straight road'Nay of caree., d¡vemng errJployees suddenly from one kind of work
into anottler". Hencef flexible capitalism requires a new kind of employee who has
the ability to move from one job to another one witllout any difficulty. CJoonan
(2004) on the other hand calls for flexibil¡ty in order to be competitive.
52 Sennett (199) gives a full explanation for this tapie withjn the new labour market.
Naidoo and Jamieson (2005) and GÓrrlez & C€lfs (2004) contend a paradigmatic
view acrording to which, this new scenario of the rabour market is demanding high
skiied labour force. On fue contrary it seems to be demanding less skilled but more
flexible and general educated employees. Masan et al. (lOOl) explain how that is
wOlidng in the currieula "The idea of a core curriculum, focused exclusively on
dassica! subject matter was challenged by the introduction of various academic
"majors" that a1low studenls to select a course of study...the idea of electives was
aIso developed as a means of providing further choice and specialisation. The core
a.JJT!cu~um was evenhJally transfonned into the general education component of the
university wrñOJlum".

Jamieson (2005) and AlIen & Layer (1995»; and pedagogical changes
which are lowering the level of quality.

Given these undesired effects. it must be mentioned that the
commodification trend in Higher Education seems to 00 c10sely related to
those expectations and requirements of the labour marl<et. In other words,
it is related to new needs in the workforce and the new scenario of
knowledge (Mode 1-Mode 2 debate) which apparently makes it
unavoidabre. "The so called knowledge explosion is pracing pressure on
the 'know1edge transfer' conception of teaching. The emergence of
constructivism, together with employer demand for generic skii:
development, is forcing educators to rethink their positions on what is
taught and how is taught. .. technological and industrial change fuel an
inereasing demand for higher education which requires new approaches to
provision. 'The new economy' demands continuous organisational and
individuallearning in order to respond adequately to change... the ability to
leam will be critical.. ....49 Jenkins & Walker (1994) summarise this as how
the labour market demands reamer autonomy. team work and team
leadershipso, initiative in decision making, employabilityS1, flexibilitl2 and
adaptability. AH of these new requirements demand flexible employees
who, in terms ;:,f this new flexible labour market, are needed to remain
competitive in a continuous changing environment As a consequence,
Higher Education "has to serve the flexible economy and in order to do so
it must itself become more flexible ... f1exibility in the contemporary
workplace is forcing a mirroring flexibility in the provision 01
education...thís suggests that pursuíng too analogy of core and periphery

4. The "heartwood": precising flexibility and academic credits within
the context of new trends in higher education

Up to now this paper has been using f1exibility and academic credits as
synonyms; however, this is not exactly correct. This section win try to
exprain the main differences between the two concepts, and win explain

from labour market theory can shed light on the nature of f1exibility in
Higher Education"S3 A conclusion given by Cloonan (2004) derived from
the last paragraph, is that practices of f1exibility in Higher Education have
been adopted more due to pragmatic rather than pedagogical reasons.

In summary, it is c1ear that academic credits and flexible curriculum
regimes must be explained within the context of consumerism and its
undesired effect in the commodification of higher education. In a way, this
paper begins to answer a question raised by Naidoo and Jamieson (2005)
about ho"" commodification is changing the form and structure of the
currículum. This paper suggests that flexibility and academic credits are
one of the key means by which consumerism (and its consequence on
commodification of higher education) is transforming not only the form and
structure of the curriculum in higher education, but also the way teaching
is performed and delivered.

lnitially jt is also evident that academic credits represent a consumer
based concept when promoting access, choice, f1exjbility and efficiency.
Appendix 2 shows the main principies of the new credit culture that are
transforming higher education and including consumerist attitudes within
the system, which allows students to construct a "bespoke programme of
study, based on modules, to suit their needs and interests"S . Therefore, jt
is not strange to find in the academjc credits literature explicit references
to consumerism. For example Duke (1995) says that the credit
accumulation and transfer system (CAn "implies a new paradigm of
education in which the design and provision of the curriculum is shifting
from the institution to the student. lnstead of one institution defining what
the student should follow when taking a degree, according to CAT, ¡t is the
student who in a more individualistic and market-driven way decides what
he needs"

ss
. Similar references can be found in the literature from the

United States about academic credits and how the curriculum is becoming
a market place where students are shoppers and professors are suppliers
of learning.

41

53 Cloonan (2004) pp. 178 to 194
54 Burke and Carey (1995) pp. 47.
55 Duke (1995)
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56 This can be related te examples like "cyde" educatíon or ~modularisation". Thi.s
means a wav lO dMde the program ¡nto small parts with. dear entry and eXlt
procedures. Europe has given an example of that when defimng the u~derg~duate
cyde and fue masters and Phd cycles and how they all have relationshlps and
complementarities.

how they can be correlated within the context of the maín trends in higher
education.

F/exibility ofProvision in Higher Education

Flexibílity in Higher Education is one of those words which can ~e
extremely vague, even though it seems to be a very popular concept In
recent times in the Higher Education literature. Cloonan (2004), for
example talks about how "the idea offl~xibilityhas assum~d the.status ~f
a mantra which is mouthed by progresslVes and conservatlves ahke and It
seems that the very vagueness of the term contributes to its popularity".
He also expresses how particularly problematic ít is when used in a non
neutral way, justifying certain change without ad~i~g a~y .other argument.
In order to selve this and find a proper defirutlon, It 15 necessarx to
differentiate flexible delivery fmm flexible provision in higher educatlon.
Flexible deJivery implies that higher education facuses on a one-way form
of knowledge defivery in which there is a pas~ive role tor stude~~ and an
active one for teachers. Flexible Provisian. beJng doser to what It IS called
Curriculum-Mode 2, embraces teachers and students in an interactiv~way
of leaming, wilich therefore makes it the main tapic to be treated In thls
paper when díscussing flexibility.

Following Ling et al. (2001), Rustin (1994), Green & lamb (19~9),
Brehony & Deem (2005), Wiiliams (2002), Bondes(:)O (197:7), fleXIble
provision in higher education implies that the constralOts of time, pla~,
Oontents leaming styles, forms of assessment, access (entry and eXlt
points in' the program56

) and ways of collabo.ration about learning, which
have limitad lile university experience of learmng. should be removed. Th.e
concept also presumes that there ís a guided choice for the leamer. It 15

worth mentioning that on this concept there ís not a c1ear consensus.
Rustín (1994) limits the concept to removing constraints of time and space,
Green & Lamb (1999) extend the idea to constraints in terms of access,
but withoui precising the dífferences between flexibility of .deli,:,ery .and
provision. and other authors only describe ~)Oe of the constralnts Iden!lfied
in this paper. Flexibillty, defined the way thls paper suggests,.has.dehc~te
implications in terms of cre~tíng ~ more o~ way of education, In.whlch
accessibility, leaming, teachlng, hlgher edu~tlonma~agement,curncu~ua:n
design, among other topies, change dramabcally. Without a~y doubt It 15

more than a "buzz." word, which is c1early being introduced In the current

57 Cloonan (2004) pp. 181

58 Brehony & Deem (2005) give a particular example in higher education when
implementing modularisation and semesterisation. They think these changes
increase " the power of senior administrators and the influence of bureaucracy at
the expense of lecturing staff and discipline concern"
59 Using this concept it is easy to find how the implementation of "flexible provision
in higher education" has c10se Iinks with these changes. In particular, when they
pretend to have an individualised product, eliminating any kind of constraint in the
university experience. However this implies new ways of management and
centralised information systems able to control the new system. Schellekens et al.
(2003) have a complete exemplification of how f1exibility of provision in higher
education is transforming the operational characteristics of Universities leading to a
new way of management.
60 Ooonan (2004) pp. 177,191.

higher education system and as previously mentioned, giving application
to new trends of higher education. The impact of f1exibility in higher
education is "an iIIustration of processes of globalisation within educational
policy... f1exibility in the contempora~ workplace is forcing a mirroring
f1exibility in the provision of education" 7.

This last idea of how inevitable f1exibility provision is becoming within the
new labour market framework. can be verified in a work by Sennett (1999),
when he describes the demands of "flexible capitalism". This last concept
is very useful to understand changes in higher education management
and outcomes related to flexible provision of learning in higher education.
"Flexible Capitalism" jn Sennet's word is a system which consists of three
elements, discontinuous reinvention of institutions, flexible specialization
of production and concentration without centralisation of power58

• The first
one implies fragmentation due to the implementation of loose networks
rather than pyramidal structures. ending with changes such as
standardisation. downsizing and reengineering. The second one tries to
get more varied products which must arrive quickly to the market and the
last one implies the combination between apparent decentralisation but
with a very restrictive system of information which concentrates power59

.

Reflecting on the "hybridisation" model proposed in this paper, jt must be
said that the almost inevitable change to f1exibility of provision in higher
education, usually exists in a rather uncomfortable status, in which
rigidness and f1exibility live together, even within the context of a particular
institution: "many higher education practices remain resolutely inflexible
with f1exibility more apparent in peripheral areas"so.

This paper also identifies the majn ways to approach "flexible provision" as
well as the main outcomes of this new concept. One of the conclusions will
be that the outcomes can be considered to be the "key link" between
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El Díaz (2002) precísing the concept introduces MO kinds 01' curriculum f1exibility.
The first one referred te changes in fue organisation and contents of the currículum
(how ro move fmm dísdplinary clesigns to interdisciplinarjty), and the second one
related te how to satisfy individual, labour market and society needs with the
rnrriculum. This concept is aiso understood in the literature as "flexible leaming",
Bridgland &Blanchard (2001) define it in a simílar way índuding areas of change
such as: studenl centred teachin.g al1ld ieamíng, flexible approach te the
development and delivery or prograrns, changes in time, places and ways of
learning, recognilion of ltIe divers¡ty of student population and understanding of
many contexts of teaching and leamjng. Finally Rickards (2000) defines it as "an
educatjonal approach using a variety of student centred teachjng and learning
melhods, resources and flexible administrative practices that responds to the needs
of a diverse student population, enabling them te achieve vocational and
profes~ona: qualifications and the goals of a university education".
62 Gómez &celis (2004) pp. 9,11.
€-3 Deflned by Díaz (2002) and Restrepo B. (2002).
64 Díaz (2002) ¡ndudes in this concept topies such as: departrnent relationships,
artíwlation between subjects and the program, relationship between tlle main roles
of UniverSlities and its organisation, communication, cooperatíon and mobility of
professors between different departments, institutíonal decentralisation and
re1ationship between unwersíty directives and professors.

academic credits and flexible provlslon. The ways of approaching
"flexibility of provisionD can be found in the literature when talking about
how f1exibility occurs in areas such as curñcula, pedagogical practices,
academic strudures and institutional management. Currículum Flexibility61
can be defined as "the possibility of responding creatively and quickly to
intelfectual itineraries of students and professors... fomenting and
promoting opportunities of student mobility and inter-institutional and
program transfers,,62. Following Díaz (2002), Curñculum Flexibílity can be
associated with academic reorganisation, program redesign, changes to
traditional models of leaming and teaching, redefinitíon of time and length
of the programs and a closer relationship between education and the
labour market. among others. Pedagogical Flexibilit,P3 refers to the
openness to student-cent.ed stTategies of leaming rather than teacher
centrad, the promotion of diverse learning environments which perrnit new
ways of interaclion and approaches to knowledge, the emphasis on
student individualisation of tIle learning experience and changes looking
for horizontal and personalised relationships between students and
professors rather than vertical relationships. Flexibility in Academic
Structures refero to changes in the organisation and relationships between
disciplines, units, departments and areas within Universities. Extending
the concept, organisalion can be related to relationships between
professors and studentsc4

• Finaliy F/exibility on Institutional Management

relates to the introduction of new organisational structures which can
transform power relationships and ways of communication. At the same
time it includes changes to main managerial practicesin higher education
institutions related to funding, resource management, marketing, research,
budgeting, control, auditing, performance evaluation, teaching and
students' role and participation in the university, among others.

65 Van Eijl (1986) gives some examples of different kinds of systems within the
Dutch Higher Education System that are comparable with modularised models.
They are: Block course systems, Baukasten systems, Blockstudien and concentrated
study.

66 Morris (2000) pp. 240

67 Europe has given an example of the "cycle Education" concept when defining the
undergraduate cycle and the masters and Phd cydes and how they al! have
relationships and complementarities. In this case the program is not the one which
is divided. It is the traditional chain Bachelor - Masters- Phd the one which ís
changing.

45

Tools for f/exibilíty

Appendix 3 gives a summary of the maín tools to implement flexibility of
provision in higher education, keeping in mind the key constraints being
removed in the university experience of learning. It has to be said that this
list does not pretend to be complete, but it tries to highlight the more
important tools and how they are related to the concept previously given in
this paper. Some of them have particular relevance in the implementation
of an Academic eredit Framework for accumulation and transfer and will
be explained in certain detail (Appendix 3 highlights them in bold letters).
Modularisation andlor Cycle Education65 can be defined as the system in
which "educational awards are broken up into component parts of a more
or less standard size. These parts may then be assessed separately and
independently, so that students can study individual modules/cycles in a
variety of different sequences..66

. It breaks the traditional sequential
structure of the disciplines, programs or chain of programs, moving
towards alternative ways of building the educational experience67

. In terms
of a particular program or subject, this system also pretends to integrate
competencies and to promote different inter-disciplinary perspectives
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System tor Credit Accumu/ation and Transfer: The Credit Framework

The System of Credits has become an important mechanism to guarantee
and attain flexibility of provision in Higher Education. Although there is not
intrinsic relationship between credits and f1exibílity, this last concept
presumes open structures and forms, one of which is the academic credit
system. "The system of credits has important effects in particular aspects

eurrieula to be divided in modules or even to be valuated in credits.
Thinking about the leaming experience, it looks for effectiveness by
reducing the length and amount of the subjects to be studied. The
implications, as Rustin (1994) states, are greater concentration of
students' attention and more effective use of teachers and students' time.
In addition, it can help to have more choice for students than year-Iong
programs. Contending these views, Allen & Layer (1995) give the opposite
position warning against superficiality of the educational experience due to
short periods of time and administrative troubles in managing the system.

The Use of New Technologies (lnformation and Communication
Technologies ICn can also be described as one of the main tools for
flexible provision of education. Sorne authors see them as the
consequence of this change; however this paper prefers the opposite
view. This idea refers to virtual, distance and on line education in which
ICT is used to complement or even eliminate the "face to face" concept in
the educational experience, not only in the teaching arena, but also in
research and even the institutional resource availability. The objective is to
vary times, location of teaching and research, admission and management
procedures. Some other examples related to this objective are redefined
libraries (with on-line books and on line scientific papers, apart from new
ICT pedagogical resources), learning materíals in real time and on-line
access and strengthened electronic mail and communication systems,
among others.

The redesign of the cunicula and the didactic diversification correspond to
very important tools when talking about flexible provision. The first one
corresponds to changes in the structure, organisation and practices within
a particular academic program, the second one refers to the possibility of
moving from traditional teaching methods towards learning-centred
methods. It ineludes building tutorials, collaborative learning and case
studies, among others.

Finally, one of the main tools for flexible provision, which is the main topic
of this paper, is the "System for Credit Accumulation and Transfer", which
for the purposes of this research, and in looking for a more general view
on it, will be called "The Credit Framewort<'.

around specific problems6B avoiding an excessive number of evaluations
and assessments.

The modulañsed/cycle system looks for disaggregat~n~lon~ and.ex.te~ded

higher education programs and ~urses, permltt~ng.Inter.dls<?lpl~nary

connections. promoting standard provlsion and allowlng .Inter-Instl~utlonal

relationships, increasing the possibility of student ChOI~, allowlng t~r

different kinds of connections between programs of d~fferen~ level~ ,
promoting learner autonomy and flexible. C?urse ~eslgns. Improvlng
economy and efficiency of delivery and per~rlltt~ng easler de~elopmentsof
new programs. Leading to all of these obJectlves, modulansed syst~ms

have transformed tIle educational environment and ~ave had c~ose Imks
with Academíc Credit Frameworks. Although modulanty and credlts e1early
have their differences. they also have several points in common. "They
both suggest that learning can be buílt up from separate .blocks th~t ~an

be uniquely valued. As such, both are tools ~it~ th~ capa~lty for dellvenng
learning in a more flexible way. They are S1mllar In offenng students the
potential for sorne power and flexibility over how, when and eve~ where
they learn... ln one equally im~o~~t sense, ho~ever, they are dlffe.ren;.
Credits can go beyond the Individual ed~catlon; b~~on,1oeducatlonc:ll
institutions; and even beyond formal educational provlslon . Therefore,
modularity ís related more to the institutional.curricul~m and management
s~ructure. while credits are related more wlth learmng asses~m~nt and
measurement. In any case, as many authors suggest, n:odulansatlon c~r

be a key prerequisite for the credit system ter accumulatlon a~d transfer
As previously mentioned, Mod,,:,larisation can be.extended to Inc.lu~e what
is called "cyc/e education". Thls model argue~ In favour ~f defim':l9 long
and continuous cycles interconnected and bullt on small lInks WhlCh. can
help the student to have different enmes and exits within the educatlonal
experience.

Semesterisation, another tooi tor flexible provision ,?f edu~tion. ~n be
defined as a change in the way the oourses are d~hv~red In a particular
pmgram. It provides a nev.r definítion of the academlc time and allows the

68 Tn;s new approach for sorne authors like Díaz & Gómez (2003) .avoids
fragmentalion because, opposite to this model, long subjects can ~ over~tl.mated

by profesSOf"s, ignoring the importance ~nd role of otller 5ub]ects Wlthl~ the
program. 3nd promotinga feudal model In WhlCh each prof~ssor defend hls/her
subject. However ol:her authors Iike Winter (1996) and Jenklns &: Walker (1994)
contend this posltion and alert on the possibllity of fragmentabon d~e tú the
artificial division of the disdplines, ending in a "containerR mooel of educabon.
69 For example connections between a masters program and a Phd.
70 Allen & layer (1995) pp. 25,26.27.
71 Example of that can be found in Duke (1995).
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of feaming such as the se!ection,. ~ythm, sequence, .a~?2 an individual
¡nterest...from this point of Vlew flexlblllty presumes credlts

Forthis paper, the System of ~reCV~s is .not just a ~alue or a nu"mber. to b~
established for a particular subJect . Thls paper wIII talk about The CrOOlt
Framework" whích includes alí the aspects whích need t~ be transforme?
in the curriculum when giving credit value to assess learmng. Therefor~, It
has c10se links with modularisation, semesterisation, curriculum redeslgn,
didactic changes and use of ICT tools among others. This ~amework is
built on the particular idea of time measu~ement0: a<:ad~mlc tasks and
does not follow the traditional view from WhlCh leamlng IS slmply based on
teaching hours. On the contrary, credi~ incorporate the conce~t of al! the
academic tasks including teaching and mdependent hou~ reqUlred by th~
student whitin his/her learning process. In concluslon,. th~ Cre:dlt
Framework presumes a comprehensive concept .of learnl~g In whlch
student theoretical activities are mixed with practlcal and Independent

activities.

Assuming a dynamic view of credits, historically ~The Credit Framework"
has had different purposes. The system has provided I~~mers a me~od t?
formally recognise their successful leaming (Rec~nJtlon). In addltlon, It
has helped to make "academic learníng p~rtable"7 , giving the learne~ a
possibility to have mobility withín the educabonal system and accumulatlon
of fhat leaming (Accumulatíon and Transfer). Recently, purp~ses of the
credít system inelude a new concept which is reLated to_ quahty matters.
This now means that cred¡ts also help to define academlc standards and
to qualify !eaming; "oredit has been incoryorated ¡nto the d.evelopment of
sorne qualífication frameworks and dehberately excludeo from others.
Since credít is a formal recognition of {eaming achievements based on key
underIying principies, ¡t f~llows that credit has a potentially valuable role in

aI"fi t· ~ ..t, ../5qu I ca Ion IrameWOU'l-S .

72 Diaz (2002) pp. 96,97
73 It is morelhan the concept glven by Heffeman (1973) years ago, for whom the
credit is " a unit for expressíng quantil:ati',¡ely the time required for satisfadory
mastery of a course of one dass hour pe¡- week term...or a measure expressing the
extent of content in a course, as well as quantitative requirements for a degree". It
is aIso more than a "'form of (academic) curreno¡"
74 Bridges & Tory (2001) pp. 257,258
75 Examples of this new role can be found in the Diploma Supplement implemented
in Europe within the ECTS (European credit and tran~fer ~tem) n:odel.a~d the
"Camp/emento al 7ítu1d' CAT (Diploma oomplement) In Latln Amenca Wltfun the
SICA--AL "'Sistema de Créditos Académicos de América Latina" (Academic Credit
System for Latin America) model.

Given these purposes, the utilization of "The Credit Framework" must be
mentioned. Following Reyes (2003), academic credits must be understood
in theframework of a flexible policy in higher education which enables
Higher Education Institutions to develop new forms of curriculum design,
structuring and organisation. They also help Higher Education Institutions
to implement alternative academic, pedagogical and managerial methods,
based on flexibility, relevance, and collaborative learning. Finally,
Academic Credits facilítate inter-institutional dialogue and mobility within
and outside the University system. Restrepo J.M. & Locano (2005a)
summarize the uses of academic credits in terms of curriculum f1exibility,
development of self-Iearning attitudes, inter-institutional and international
mobility and transfer of students and teachers, curriculum updating,
improved access to the higher education system, increased inter
institutional transparency and increased institutional efficiency.

Flexibility of Provision andthe Credit Framework

This paper c1aims that the relationship between the Credit Framework and
f1exibiJity of provision is derived from the expected outcomes of both
systems. Since the "Credit Framework" is a combination of various tools to
implement Flexibility, and keeping in mind that fiexibility of provision
presumes the Credit Framework, it is clear that both should attain common
outcomes. It can be said that the credit framework is a necessary (but not
sufficient) tool for flexibility.

This paper initially identified at least seven expeeted main outcomes
(outcomes expected fram f1exibility and the implementation of a Credit
Framework), which can be defined, such as: curriculum updating (when
fomenting the supply oi new academic activities updated with new
pedagogical tools), improved access (when facilitating different routes,
entríes and exits in the higher education system and helping to ¡ncrease
the coverage of the system. Also when recognising the diversity of the
student population), inter-institutional and intemational mobility (when
facilitating national and international recognition of formal and non formal
learning), flexible ways of leaming (when pramoting student-centred
learning and recognising the existence of different rhythms of learning),
employability (when answering to the labour market needs in terms of
knowledge and competencies), intemationalisation (when promoting more
inter-institutional programs of exchange, transfer and recognition) and
finally giving special attention to individual needs (when fomenting the
autonomy of the student to choose an academic raute according to his/her
particular needs). According to Figure 2, the left side is a Iist of possible
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Figure 2. Relationshíp between Flexible PlUllÍsíon and The Credit Framework

7& It has lo be said that "The Credit Framework" usually involves many of the other
tools presented in Figure 2.

5. Conclusions

There is not doubt that Higher Education Instítutions are undergoing
incredible and unexpected changes. These transformations are the result
of stron9 trends such as globalisation. internationalisation. marketisation,

academic capitalism, new managerialism and entrepreneurialism, and
have had institutional impacts in the academic and institutional
management of institutions. Contrary to traditional views, this paper has
claimed that many of these transforrnations occur in the middle of tensions
between conflictive views and contending trends, in what is called a
"hybridisation model". Given this fact, this paper presented a school of
thought in which it is possible to have contending claims living together
and explaining transformations in Higher Education systems. This led us
to introduce "New ManageriaJism" as a theoretical approach.

Keeping in mind that the purpose 6f this paper was to explain how
flexibility and academic credits represent vivid examples of those changes
in the higher education arena, ít can be concluded that even though the
concepts do not represent the same thing, the expected outcomes of both
are c1early related. Considering that the "Credit Framework" is one of the
various tools to implement Flexibility and keeping in mind that f1exibility of
provision presumes the Credit Framework, it is c1ear that both should
attain common outcomes. It can be said that ~the credit framework" is a
necessary (but not sufficient) condition for real f1exibility. In addition, they
both have c10se Iinks with oonsumerism and the renewal of labour market
expectations. The paper also pointed out that f1exibility and credits were
words which can be extremely vague, therefore the paper offered a
definition for both, explained the ways to approach f1exibility and the tools
to implement i1. Finally. the paper anticipated the outoomes to be derived
from flexible regimes and the implementation of credit systems.

It is important to note that this paper did not overestimate the importance
of f1exibility or credits. On the contrary, it gave a preliminary picture of their
defects and virtues. Apparent consequences indicate some fears about
how flexibility can transforrn the University into an institution focused on
utilitarian objectives, rathor than a universal pursuit of knowledge, leading
to the "commodiñcation" of educational attainmen1. This paper argued on a
less definitive or pessimistic conclusion, and preferred a rather pragmatic
approach. It suggested that New Managerialism in Higher Education
implies a new role tor academícs and new organisational forms, which are
increasing individual choice and are leading towards consumerist attitudes
in teaching and learning. In conclusion, all of these changes are related to
new needs in the laboúr market and the new scenario of knowledge (Mode
1 - Mode 2 debate) which apparently makes them unavoidable.

The paper insists on the importance of the topic, considering the
importance that it has been gíven during the last six years as a result of
the "8010gna" process in Europe, which has been exported to many
countries in Asia. Latin America and Africa, and which follows the
American higher education tradition. These changes are also the result of
how the university environment is shaping a Currículum-Mode 2 in which a
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tools for flexible provision. one of which is ~The Credit Framework,,76. For
this tool there are at least three main purposes identified: ac~mulati?n,
recognition and qualifieation (acad~mic st~ndards).. !he ng~t slde
represents fou.- ways of app.-oachlng fleXIble provlsl~. whlchar~
materialized using the previous tools. At the end, usmg t~e cre~lt
framework as a tool for flexible provision it is possible to attaln cartam
outcomes, which are the link between flexibility of provision and the Credit
Framewori<. It is not claimed that these outcomes are inevitablyattained,
but that they are possible outcomes which are supposed to be attained
using the Credjt Framework. according to the literature.
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globalísed model of Universities appears, characterised by credit
accumulalion and transfer systems, leaming orientation, teaching based
on applied matters and interdisciplinarity in teaching and research.

Finally, this paper has íntroduced new topies of research, which can be
treated according to the theoretical approach proposed with this paper. It
would be of particular ¡nterest to study how management systems are
changing within ínstitutional corLtexts due to flexibility and the
implementation of credit systems, and if that change was expected to
happen. At the same time it could be interesting to study if different
instítutional cultures affect the expected change on institutional
management. In other words, if the institutional culture affects the pace
and expected outcomes of the implementation of flexible regimes by using
academic credits and building the "hybrid" environment.

The resufts from this paper, i15 method and the critical analysis of the
intemational literature, are also of interest to deal theoretically with
nalional or intemational comparative analysis about the credit systems
and its particular impact on the Higher Education systems. It also breaks
from the traditional literature on the tapie which is either technical
instrumental or poliey orientad, in which there is no analysis or
judgements. It does not assume flexibility as a messianic concept, but a
real occurrence which in many cases has brought advantages and
disadvantages lo the system and which is strongly influenced and moved
by labour market expect~tions.FinaUy. the model worked in this paper has
answered permanent demands about the need of studies which consider
certain kinds of interactions between institutional settings and macro
torces within the Universify framework.
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APPENDIX1

Heterogeneous: New
places to create
knowledge

Interdisciplinarity
(Because research
knowledge production,
increasingly requires the
engagement of specialists
across a range of
disciplines).2

Transdísciplinary: solution
is far beyond any
discipline

Not Hierarchical.

"Ad Hoc" organizations

Application context

Knowledge is socially
distributed

Híerarchical

Disciplínarity

Peer review

Homogeneous

Scientific community
interests

Lac\< of a practical
objeclive

Disciplinary

Attributes for the Modes of Knowledge 1 and 21

Problem solving and
problem definition

Structure of knowledge

Quality assessment

Abilities and experiences

Organization

Focus on the
undergraduate curricula
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Mechanísms to undertake Year long courses
the curriculum

Modularisation

1 This ~able was included in Diaz and Gomez (2003) referencing the same table
from Glbbons et al. (1994), and was complemented with Ensor (2004) Naidoo and
~amieson (2005) and Karseth (2005), to ¡nclude Currículum-Mode 2. '

~s Ensor (20~4) sugge~ts the next step is that Higher Education Curricula should
shift trom .thelr emphasls on year long, discipline-based courses, to modules
expressed In terms of credits.
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APPENDIX3

Tools for flexible provision in Higher Education4

Currículum Structure Disciplines situated in Modules
departments

Credits
"Subjects" offered on
foundational.
intermediate and
graduate level

Curriculum Content Disciplínary knowledge Multi. Inter and Trans

Emphasis on cognitive
disciplinary knowledge

coherence Emphasis on Market
re/evance

Currículum pedagogy Subjed-based teaching Student based teaching

Vertical-padagogic Provider-consumer
relalions relations

Curriculum aims Content-<:lñven aims Competence driven aims

Mastery of conceptual
(Ieaming outcome)

structures. methods, and Generlc skills
modeIs of arguments r

APPENDIX2
Principies of a credit culture3

i" lU!t~m~n ;i ,cé~ o >.'/ 1>'-

Exclusion Jnclusion

Teacher Leamer

Proeess - Outcome ,

Direction Guidance J tutoring

Failure Achievement

Margins Mainstream

Professional control Individual choice

1 Structures Cultures

Time

Place

Contents

Learning Style

1. Changing time restrictions
to suit the learner individual
needs

1. Changing place restrictions
to suit the individual learner
needs

1. Building alternative choices
and routes in course
structures

2. Learners rather than
teachers emphasjs in building
the prograrn

1. Open learning

2. Student active learning

1. Semesterisation

2. Modularisation
andJor "Cycle
Education"

3. Systems of
Academic Credits

1. Distance I Off campus
learning programs

2.Use of ICT methods

3. Print, video and online
materíals

4.Workplace provision

1. Elective system in
curriculum design

2. Systems of Credits
for accumulation and
transfer

1. Emphasis on
Student-Learning
methods.

2. Tutoring programs

3. Use of temporary staff
(New kinds of professor
contracts)

4. Recognition of prior
learning

:> This table is ¡ncluded in Trowler (1998).
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4 This table is made by the author including ideas from Green & Lamb (1999), Ung
et al. (2001) and Bridges and Tory (2001).

5 Those tools presented in bold letters are the ones which have c10se links with the
Credit System for Accumulation and Transfer, and have been treated in this paper.
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5. Didactic changes ¡
Form of assessment 1. From teacher directed . 1. Assessment based On

assessrnent to negotiated problem solving and
assessment. team-work

Access 1. Fewer restrictions in entry 1. Open entry policíes to
requirements higher education

2.Alternative entry and
exit points

Ways of learning 1.Accomodating content and 1. National and
collaboratioll assessment preferences International student

2. Building national and
mobility programs

intemationallearning 2. Customised industry
relationships programs - Cooperative

curriculum

1 3. Systems of Credits
I for transferI
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